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While I cannot emulate my chief, Judge John R. Brown, either
sartorially, tonsorially, or intellectually, I am happy to second his
inauguration of the annual survey of cases decided by the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit by the Texas Tech Law
Review. The Judges of the Fifth Circuit need the needle from clois-
tered academe. In the haste and hurly-burly of decisions, symposia
such as yours make us more sensitive to the law's nuances, and
quicken our intellectual responses to your agreements and dis-
agreements. It is only from provocative analysis such as yours that
the law can emerge, can evolve, and can attain its ultimate goals.
Most germinal and seminal ideas of jurisprudence in this century
and perhaps antecedent to that time have emanated from the Law
Reviews of the Law Schools of the nation. Its pages have pointed to
the peaks of judicial achievement and to the valleys of indecision
and aberration.

Though Judge Brown sounded the alarms with respect to cir-
cuit splitting, we are still a unified circuit, and one would be bold
indeed to predict when and if such a split will come. So long as the
Fifth Circuit exists, be it divided or not, your survey can continue
to make a contribution to the jurisprudence of the six states and the
Canal Zone, whatever its constituency or atomization.

Our papers are only rarely graded by our superiors, the Judges
of the United States Supreme Court; hence, the only marks we can
hope to receive come from the pages of the law journals of the
nation, and we are grateful both for your criticisms and for your
accolades and only hope that each year we will receive better marks.

Both your Law School and your Law Review have attained
maturity far beyond their years, and the current surveys give evi-
dence to that maturity.
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